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The child 6 while they through Asia are borne, lest indeed in Greece and with Macedonia the quiet things have been. 

Was reigning at Lacedaemoniuses you conduct, the son of Archidamus, which with Tarentinas the power bringing had fallen, with same day where Philippi has conquered Athenians towards Chaeronea. 

He/it envious through the strength of Alexander was inciting his/her/their countrymen, lest they were being extended to be pressed Greece with the slavery of Macedonians more by day: 

Unless in the time they were foreseing, he/it same the yoke towards themselves to be soon going over. 

Striving then, while some hitherto with Persians towards to be paused the strengths might be: 

With those suppressed facing the huge force in vain of the ancestral freedom you may mention future. 

Thus with the roused souls they were inspecting the opportunity of the war out of the convenience beginning. 

Therefore with the luck to Memnonas invited the debates with him/it/theirself to mix of the attack are and, after that deserts the untimely beginnings of the happy things with the death, with the nothing more loosely were conducting. 

But towards Pharnabazus and [Autophradaten] the progress you conduct thirty the talents silver and has obtained ten triremes, has sent which to Agesilaus the brother, in order that was sailing into Creta, the cultivators of which island between Lacedaemoniuses and Macedonas with the diverse eagernesses were being distracted. 

The envoys likewise towards Dareus are sent, which pretty into the use more great strength to the money and the more ships might petition. 

And this the begun disaster of them towards Issus for has interrupted not she/it had occurred so far, as also will have helped. 

Obviously the followed Alexander into the remote places with the wise-men and wise-men was being snatched fleeing and out of him/it/theirself battle of the mercenaries the huge multitude into Greece the flight had entered: 

Of which eight Persian thousands money has united you conduct and the work of them and most Cretensium has received the cities. 

When successively [Menon] into Thrace from Alexander had driven the barbarian sendings towards the desertion and exercised out of Macedonia into Thrace might have led her/it pressing together [Antipater], with the convenience of the time energetically the used Lacedaemoniuses have drew whole Peloponnesus with the little only cities into the parts and have conveyed with the with her litter army twenty thousand of the infantries with the horsemen the two-times thousand Agiduses most high of the command. 

The before-father with that thing learned the war in Thrace, is able with the agreements with which, compares and hurriedly into Greece the going back from the friends and associates communities collects the helps. 

With the fitting which about forty the thousands fighters s/he/it has reviewed. 

Had developed and out of Peloponnesus the strong hand: 

But because had learned doubtful the faith of themselves, with the concealed suspicion has conducted the gratitudes, they might have aided which towards defending facing Lacedaemoniuses of Alexander the dignity: 

The soon writing himself it to the king the gratitude in time soon referring. 

Into the present the nothing the need to be more great plenty: 

And so they might return the houses with the need filled of the treaty. 

The messengers then towards Alexander more reliable s/he/it sends about the movement to Greece soon making. 

And those the king at Bactra at last they have followed, when meanwhile the victory of Antipatrus and death to Agidas in Arcadia was being transacted. 

Reasonably I will go some time ago with the commotion noted of Lacedaemoniuses, the how great so many with the spaces lands separate was being able, had foreseen: 

Amphoterum with Cypirans and Phoenicias to the ships into Peloponnesus to sail, [Meneten] the talent towards the sea had ordered to convey three thousands, in order that was supplying out of the relative the money with Antipatrus, the how great might have recognised to need that. 

Indeed properly had examined, towards the everything of the how great the movement of the moment of that the act of leaning might be future, whichsoever successively to the receipt to the victory to the messenger with his/her/their needs that crisis preparing that battle of the mouses to have been the raillery is. 

Moreover the beginnings of that war not unfortunate with Lacedaemonias have been. 

Near Corrhagus to Macedonia the conquerors had stood out the redoubt with Antipatruses the soldiers of the meeting: 

And to the thing well borne with the rumour also, which with the suspenseful minds had observed the chance, into the society of them draged through are. 

One out of Eleas and Achaeuses to the cities with Pellen the treaty was despising and in Arcadia to Megalopolas, faithful with Macedonians on account of the memory of Philippi, from which to the kindnesses minded had been. 

But this with the skill besieged not at a distance with the surrender was being away, unless had rescued at last [Antipater]. 

He/it after has collected you follow! just now of the soldiers the camps with the camps and has observed with the other preparation more above, decides as soon as possible about the sum of the things with the battle have stretched: 

Nor Lacedaemoniuses have refused the contest. 

Thus is the entrusted battle, which has overthrown the Spartan thing more great into the manner. 

Indeed with the straits of the places, in which was being fought, believed, where with the enemy were believing the nobody of the multitude the future use, courageously of the meeting might be nor Macedonians might pause actively, the much of the blood is poured. 

But after [Antipater] s/he/it was sending whole constantly the hand with the working his properties to the help, driven the sharpness of Lacedaemoniuses has referred the step for a short time. 

Because observed you conduct with regal court, which out of the most strong was agreeing, with himself into the middle. 

The head one battle has inserted the crisis and you kill, which more readily were pausing, has defeated the great part of the enemies. 

The conquerors had began to flee and, while more greedily following into the level have escorted, unpunished were falling: 

But as the first the place, in which might be able to stand, has been, with the level strengths fought is. 

Between the all men yet the king was projecting Lacedaemoniuses, not of the arms only and with the appearance of the body, but also with the size of the mind, has been able to be conquered not with the single which. 

On all now hand to hand, now afar was being petitioned and by day the publicising other web with the round shield was removing the arms, with the body the other was avoiding: 

While with the spear with the woman pierced with the most much vast blood they have deserted fighting. 

Therefore with his/her/their round shield the squires hurriedly into the camps were referring removing, the shaking of the wounds not easily tolerant. 

Not yet they have omitted the battle of Lacedaemonius and, as the first to himself as with the enemy they have been able to capture more level place, with the thickened ranks freely they have removed flowing into himself sharpness. 

Not the other crisis to have been more violent to the memory is projected. 

With the war of the two of the most noble the armies of the tribes with the equal Mars were fighting. 

The old times of Lacedaemonius, Macedonians were considering the present glories: 

To that on behalf of the freedom, these on behalf of the mastery were fighting: 

With Lacedaemonias the leader, with Macedonians the place was lacking. 

To the day likewise of the one so the multi-layered fall only the hope, but was increasing the fear of the each part, just as about the diligence between the most strong men the contest with the leveling chance. 

Moreover to the strait the places, in which the battle had stuck, were suffering not with the whole to advance with the strengths: 

More they were observing therefore, as they had entered the battle, and which were being except the throwing of the dart, with the shout reciprocally were kindling his/her/their. 

At last Laconum the sharpnesses to become faint, the slippery arms with the sweat hardly supporting, begins to refer the foot then and with the pressing enemy more openly have fled. 

The conqueror was following scattered and measured out with the all running the space, which the sharpnesses Laconum had maintained, him/it/theirself [Agin] was pursuing. 

That as the flight of his/her/their and has observed most nearest of the enemies, has ordered to be deposited himself: 

And tested the members, or the minds might be able to follow the attack, after has perceived to fail, with the knees has removed himself own and the helmet energetically accepted with the round shield the covering body the spear pledge was brandishing, besides calling the enemy, if which with the lying was intending to remove the booties. 

Nor the any has been, which might support hand to hand to meet: 

At a distance with the throwable was being assailed, there with him/it/theirself into the enemy twisting back, while the light spear to the nude breast is fastened: 

With which out of the wound from-plucked the bent and failing the head with the round shield for a short time has removed, then with the leaving breath equally and with the blood dying into the arms s/he/it has sunk down. 

Have fallen of Lacedaemoniuses 5 thousands and 300, out of Macedonians not more great thousand: 

Moreover hardly the any unless wounded returns into the camps. 

This victory not Sparta only and the associates of him/it, but also the all man, which had observed the chance of the war, has broken. 

Nor the face was deceiving Antipatrus to dissent from the souls of the congratulating, but the war to finish to the desirous the need was being to be cheated. 

And the chance of the things was pleasing whichsoever, the hatred yet, because the ancestors were being, as the manner of the prefect might capture which, was fearing. 

Obviously Alexander had wished to be conquered the enemies, indeed Tacitus was being indignant Antipatrus to have conquered not, his/her/their removed to the glory valuing, whichsoever might have gone foreign. 

And so [Antipater], which properly might know the breaths of him/it, it has not the intended him/it/theirself to conduct the arbitrations to the victory, but the debate of Greeks, which might please to happen, has consulted. 

From which of Lacedaemonius the nothing other, which in order that was being permitted the speakers to send towards the king, of the prayer: 

From the king but they have obtained the favour of the desertion besides the authorities. 

With Megalopolitanas, the city of which was being blockaded from the associates of the desertion, Achaeuses and [Elei] one hundred 20 talents are to give ordered. 

This has been the exit of the war, which suddenly the risen earlier times yet it has finished, Dareum Alexander at Arbela might overcome which. 

The head 2 but as the first with the eager concerns is wide mind of the military things as of the quiet and leisure more patient, the pleasures have removed him/it, and, the arms of Persians had broken not which, the faults have conquered: 

The seasonable feasts and drinking heavily and keeping night vigil the mad sweetness and the games and the flocks of the mistresses. 

The everything into the outward slipped the custom: 

Which the emulation as if offends more drunk with his/her/their thus the minds and the eyes of the compatriots equally, as from and might be had with the most on behalf of the enemy of the friends. 

The tenacious obviously to his/her/their teaching and I forbear usual and with the procurable living towards satisfying the longings of the nature to finish into the foreign and the bad of the subdued tribes had driven. 

Hence more often prepared into the head of that ambush, the revolt of the soldiers and more free between the borrowed complaints I am shaped, of him/it/theirself then now the anger, now the suspicions, the rash fear was causing which and for the rest with these like, which then will be said. 

Therefore with the seasonable feasts the day equally and might destroy the nights, was interrupting the satiety of the courses with the games: 

Not content of the artists, s/he/it had roused which out of Greece, with the commotion: 

Obviously the prisoners were being ordered with his/her/their rite to sing rough and abhoring with the foreigners ears the song. 

Between which one the king perhaps has observed more sad which other and with the revealing her/it shyly resisting. 

Was being distinguished form and decency was honouring the form. 

To the downcast into the land with the eyes and, the how great was being permitted, has presented to the king with the mouth veiled the suspicion, more noble to be, which in order that was musting to be showed between the convivial games. 

Therefore asked, the which might be, the granddaughter with himself [Ochi], which recently might have reigned in Persians, with the son of him/it begotten has answered to be, the wife with Hystaspas to have been. 

The near this of Dareus had been, great and him/it/theirself army the praetor. 

Hitherto in the mind you rule the thin remains of the former custom were sticking. 

And so the chance with the regal stock begotten and so the famous name the granddaughter [Ochi] stood in awe of not to be dismissed only captured, but also has ordered I have restored his/her/their powers to him/it, the man likewise to be required, in order that was returning to the discovery the spouse. 

With the descendant but with the day s/he/it has anticipated of Hephaestionus, in order that s/he/it was ordering to be persuaded the all prisoner of wars into the palace. 

There with the tested nobility of the one-each s/he/it has separated from the common people, of which the specie was projecting. 

Thousand these have been: 

Between which discovered s/he/it is Oxathrs, the brother of Dareus, not with the chance of that, as with the innate character of his/her/their mind more clear. 

26 thousands the talent with the most nearest booty reduced were being: 

Out of which twelve thousands into the hand-out of the soldiers are spent. 

You bear! to this money the sum is of the guards with the fraud subtracted. 

S/he/it was being Oxydats Perses of the noble, which resolved from deadly Dareus to the punishment was being confined in the chains: 

To this freed [satrapeam] to Media s/he/it assigns: 

And s/he/it has received the brother of Dareus into the court of the friends to the ancient all man of the clarity with the honour protected. 

Hence into Parthien reached is, then the ignoble tribe, now the head of the all men, which after [Euphraten] and the positioned rivers with the red sea are restricted the tiger. 

They have occupied the of a level field area and of Scytha fertile, heavy hitherto to the neighbour. 

The seats have and in Europe and in Asia: 

Which above of Bospuses till, are appointed to Asia: 

But, which are in Europe, from the left of Thrace laterally towards Borysthen and thence about [Tanaim] the rights with the blow restrain the other river. 

With Tanaas the mediator flows between Europe and Asia. 

Nor is doubted, that Scythas, which have placed Parthians, not from Bosporus, but will have entered out of the area of Europe. 

The city was being with that clear season Hecatompyluses, the secrets from Greeks: 

With the stationary ibis the king has had with the supplieses on all imported. 

And so the hearsay, the fault of the idle soldier, has became frequent without the authority, the tense king with the things, might have borne which, into Macedonia immediately to return to have decided. 

They wander you derange you may imitate into the tents and [initeri] they adapt the packs: 

The indication given you might believe, in order that the vessels were collecting with the whole camps. 

Of the commotion hence his/her/their companions of the requiring, hence s/he/it is borne the wagons of the loading towards the king. 

The faith to the hearsay rashly common Greeks the soldiers to return had made the houses of the order, with the apiece horsemen of which the denarius the six each thousands, with the infantries the one-each had given the thousands: 

With themselves likewise the campaigns were believing to aid the boundary. 

Just so which you bear! frightened was being, which Indians and most far of Eastern lands might have decided to scour, deals the prefects of the plenty into the headquarter and with the rising tears out of the middle to the glory with the space to be revived with himself magic of the living as of the conqueror the chance into Fatherland soon referring the complaint is: 

Nor to himself the idleness of the soldiers to oppose, but the god the hatred, which with the most strong men might have applied entering the longing of Fatherland, somewhat after into her/it same with more great with the praise and rumour with the soon returning. 

Then to the truth on behalf of himself with the each his/her/their work to offer, the most difficult each to ask, to promise of the soldiers likewise the compliance, if the minds of them you mitigate! and might have wished to charm with the suitable speech: 

Never the broken and downcast to have receded, how often the eagerness of him/it/theirself and the breaths of the so great mind had been able to drink. 

Thus himself soon making s/he/it has answered to be: 

To that manner of the common people the ears might prepare to himself. 

And the enough all men, which were being seen into the thing to be, with the agreements to be called towards the meeting has ordered the army, at which has had the such speech: 

The head 3' the size of the things, we have borne which, the soldiers, with the considering you most little wonderful is and the longing with the quiet and the satiety the glories to oppose. 

Too many clauses in sentence (Max. 25).
 Truncating translation at 25 clauses.
In order that I omit Illyriuses, Triballuses, Boeotia, Thrace, Sparta, Achaeuses, Peloponnesus, of which by another way with my conducting, by another way with the command and divination I have tamed thoroughly, behold, the war of the web from Hellespontus, Ionas, we have removed Aeolid with the slavery of the powerless barbarian, Caria, Lydia, Cappadocia, Phrygian, Paphlagonia, Pamphylia, Pisidas, Cilicia, Syria, Phoenicia, Armenia, [Persiden], 

The more provinces of the surrounding I am, other the cities have captured which, and I know not or to the specifying me certain themselves the multitude of the things will have transferred. 

And so if I was believing enough reliable to be the possession of the lands, we have subdued which with the so great speed, truly I, the soldiers, towards my Penateses, towards the parent and the sisters and I might erupt the other countrymen even with the upholding you, in order that with the ibis chiefly borne with you with the praise and glory I was enjoying, where us most fertile await the prizes of the victory, free, with the gladness of the spouses and parents, O peace, you will be able, through the strength of the things borne the carefree possession. 

But in the new and, if the truth we wish to admit, with the obtained by prayer command hitherto the yoke of him/it with the stiff neck with the entering barbarians with the time, the soldiers, the need is, while are wetted more mild natures and more good habit charms wild. 

The crops likewise await the ripeness with the stood time: 

So far also those the all feelings without yet with his/her/their law soften. 

Cannot safely sentence-translate one word!
Which? 

You believe so many tribes, of one another with the command and name accustomed, not with the sacrifices, not with the customs, not with the trade the tongues touching with us, with same battle you tame to be, where lived are? 

With your arms are held, not with his/her/their customs, and the present which fear, in the absence the enemies will be. 

With the wild beasts the thing is, the captured which and included, because the nature of themselves is able not, more long day softens. 

And hitherto thus I conduct, as the everything may be conquered with the arms, which have been in the authority of Dareus. 

S/he/it has occupied Hyrcania Nabarzans: 

Bactra seizes not the killer of relative of the suns Bessus, but also threatens thence: 

O Sogdianuses, O Dahas, O Massagetas, Sacas, of his/her/their Indian the law are. 

The all men these, likewise our backs will have seen, will follow those: 

Indeed those are of him/it same of the nation, the different us and outward. 

With his/her/their each but more gently s/he/it obeys, also when he/it is present, which more is able to be feared. 

Hence or, which we have captured, to be omitted are or, we have not which, occupying. 

As in sick bodies, the soldiers, the nothing which is soon harming the doctors relinquish, thus us, whichsoever opposes with the command, we may recoil. 

With the small hedge the despised spark great has caused the fire. 

The nothing without risk in the enemy s/he/it is disdained: 

Which you will have scorned, more strong with the heedlessness you may make. 

Lest indeed Dareus inherited of Persians has taken the command, but into the seat [Cyri] with the kindness to Bagoa, of the castrated man, of the admission: 

Lest you believe you with the great effort the empty Bessum the power soon occupying. 

Truly we have sinned us, the soldiers, if Dareum on account of this we have conquered, in order that with the slave of him/it we were delivering the command, which most beyond intended the crime his/her/their king, also needy of the outward power, surely to which we might have forbade us conquerors, as if has had the prisoner of war in the chains, towards the most far, lest was being able to be preserved from us, kills. 

This you will suffer to reign? 

They have seen which truly to the cross joined to I hasten, with the all kings and tribes and of Fideus, s/he/it has violated which, the deserved penalties loosening! 

But with Hercules, if soon same the cities or of Greeks Hellespontum will be to lay waste announced with you, with which pain you will be affected, Bessus you reward! your to have occupied to the victory? 

Then towards repeating the things you will hasten, then you will capture the arms. 

How much but s/he/it excels, frightened hitherto and hardly sharing of his/her/their mind to suppress! 

With us of the four days the journey remains, which so many we have trampled on the snows, so many rivers we have overcome, so many the yokes mountains we have run across. 

Not the sea that, which seething occupies the journey with the waves, delays the going us, not include the pharynxes of Cilicia and the straits: 

The level the all and they are prone. 

In him/it/theirself threshold to the victory we stand. 

The few with us the fugitives and his/her/their owners remain the killers. 

The singular, by Hercules, the need and between the first to your glory counting to the posterity and rumour you will deliver, with the each of Dareus the enemy with the finished after the death of that with the hatred the killer of relatives to be you avenged, the wicked nobody to have escaped your hands. 

With this carried through, how much you believe more yielding Persians to have been, when the conscientious wars to undertake will have understood you and Bessuses to the crime, not to his/her/their name to get angry? 

' The head 4 Summa of the soldiers with the eagerness ordering, with the whichever might wish might lead, the speech is only. 

Nor the gentle king the attack: 

And with the third through [Parthienen] with the day towards the boundaries to Hyrcania s/he/it enters with the forsaken Craterus with them plenty, with which s/he/it was being present, and with that hand, s/he/it was leading which Amyntas, you add 600 horsemen and the as many archers, in order that from the onrush of the barbarians [Parthienen] s/he/it was seeing. 

Erigyium orders to lead the hindrances with the moderate protection given to the plain with the journey. 

Him/it/theirself with the phalanx and cavalry 150 stades measured out the camps in the valley, which approach Hyrcania, strengthens. 

The wood with the very high and thick with the trees is shady fat the valley ground with the moistening waters, which out of rocks threatening flow. 

Out of themselves roots of the mountains with Ziobetas the river is showered, which three almost the stades into the length whole flows, then with the stone, which interrupts the basin, caused to rebound uncovers two journeys just as with the managed waters. 

O Indian torrent and of the stones, through which s/he/it meets, with the severity more violent the land steep s/he/it enters. 

Through 300 stades the founding slips and turned back just as out of the other spring the conception is published and stretches the new cavity, with the ancestor of himself with the part more spacious, obviously into the width 10 and is poured out of the three stades, and turned back more narrow curbed with the banks the journey collects. 

At last into the one river s/he/it falls: 

With Ridagnus the name is. 

The inhabitants were affirming, the whichevers might be low into the hollow, which is more nearer with the spring, turned back, where other is uncovered the bone of the river, to arise. 

And so Alexander two, which enter the land of the water, orders to be thrown headlong, the bodies of which, where turned back erupts, have seen expelled, which messengers were being, in order that were removing. 

The fourth now had given the day with same place the quiet to the soldier, with the letters with Nabarzanas, which had intercepted Dareus with Bessus, takes, the opinion this of which was being: 

With himself Dareus not to have been unfriendly, indeed also, which might have believed useful to be, to have urged and, because the faithful debate to the king might have given, near killed from him/it. 

To have stirred Dareus, the protection of his/her/their body against the law and you speak to the foreign soldier to deliver with the condemned with the faith of the compatriots, which through two hundred and thirty years they might have excelled uninjured with his/her/their kings. 

With himself in the steep and with the slippery standing the debate from the present need to have repeated. 

Dareum likewise, when had killed [Bagoan], with this excuse to have made amends with the compatriots, might have killed which lying in ambush. 

The nothing to be with the mortal wretched persons with the breath more dear: 

With the love of him/it towards the most far to be defeated. 

But there more to have followed, which the need might have been, which might have chosen which. 

In the common loss his/her/their each to have the chance. 

If to come s/he/it was ordering himself, without the fear to be soon coming. 

Not to fear, lest the so great king was violating the faith given: 

The gods from the god to be deceived not to be accustomed. 

Moreover if, to which s/he/it might give the faith, unworthy s/he/it might be seen, the much exiles to suffer with the fleeing: 

Fatherland to be, wherever the strong man will have selected the seat to himself. 

Nor Alexander has doubted the faith, with which to Persian the manner they were taking, to give, uninjured, if had came, to have been. 

With the squared then with the stream and peaceful situation was going, the spies constantly sending ahead, which might test the places. 

The trivial equipment was leading the stream, the phalanx was following her/it, after the infantries the hindrances were being. 

And the warlike tribe and had stretched with the situation of the nature difficult with the regal approach the concern of the king. 

Insomuch as the continuous valley lies all the way Caspius towards the sea open, where two the lands of him/it just as sally the arms: 

The middles with the moderate turning the bending make to the moon especially like, when the horns not yet project the whole circle with the star satisfying. 

Cercetas and Mosynuses and Chalybs from the left hand are, and from the one part of Leucosyrus and Amazon warriors of the plain: 

And those, which inclines towards the north, gazes out these towards the setting you consort!. 

The sea more pleasant Caspium with the other feeds the serpents of the huge size: 

In him/it of the fishs far diverse from the others the colour is. 

The certain Caspius, the certain call Hyrcanius: 

The others are, which stink to fall Maeotia the swamp into it and the proof may report the water, which may be more pleasant as the other seas, with the poured in with the fluid of the swamp to soften. 

From the north advancing strongly into the shore the sea presses on and far the wave conducts and with the great part seething lies in pools. 

He/it same elsewhere with the position of the sky receives into himself reliance and with same attack, with which showered is, falling back returns the land to his/her/their nature. 

And the certain have believed not closing the sea to be, but out of India into Hyrcania to fall, the peak of which, as above the saying is, is emitted with the continuous valley. 

Hence the king 20 stades has proceeded the path just about impassable, to which the wood was threatening, and the torrents and the flowing out were delaying the journey. 

With the nobody yet with the hostile enemy s/he/it enters and at last towards more cultivated reached s/he/it is. 

Besides the others supplieses, of which then the plenty the area was abounding, with the each of the fruits the huge manner is born and most fertile with the to be begat grapes the ground is. 

The crowded tree has the shape of the oak, the leaves of which with the much honey are wetted, but, unless the inhabitants will have occupied the rising of the sun, or with the moderate warmth the juice is quenched. 

30 hence had proceeded the stades, when opposes you follow! Phratapherns to him/it and them, which after to be given had escaped the death, abandoning: 

To which kindly only towards the town s/he/it reaches Aruas. 

Here they Craterus and Erigyius oppose: 

They had persuaded the prefect of Tapuruses of the tribe Phradat. 

This has been likewise into the faith of the retreat with the much with the example the mercy to be tested of the king. 

[Satrapen] then to Hyrcania s/he/it has given [Minapin]: 

The exile this with the reigning [Ocho] towards Philippi had reached. 

Of Tapuruses likewise s/he/it has returned the tribe of Phradatus. 

The head 5 Iamqu most far to Hyrcania had entered, when Artabazus, which most faithful to Dareus to have been above we have said, with the relatives of Dareus and swine free and opposes the little amounts of the Greek soldiers with the hand. 

The king has offered the pledge with the coming: 

Obviously and the host had been of Philippi, with [Ocho] reigning might be banished, and the faith preserved was conquering the pledges into of the hospitality his/her/their king towards the most far. 

Courteously then only,' indeed you,' says,' the king, I beg the gods, with the continuous luck you may flourish: 

I with the other happy with the single this I am turned, because with the steep old age by day with your goodness I am able to enjoy not. 

' The ninetieth and was conducting the fifth year. 

Nine young men, all likewise with the mother begotten, were accompanying the father: 

These Artabazus to the pledge of the king has applied entreated, in order that so by day they were living, while useful they might be with Alexander. 

The king with the infantries was making the journey generally: 

Then to be applied to himself and with Artabazus s/he/it has ordered the horses, lest with him/it/theirself advancing with the feet the old man with the horse was reddening to be borne. 

As then the camps are situated, Greeks, Artabazus had persuaded which, orders to be assembled: 

But those, unless the faith with Lacedaemonias likewise and might be given with Sinopenses, answer himself, which to be conducted with themselves might be, soon weighing. 

The envoys were being sent of Lacedaemoniuses towards Dareus, had connected with himself Greeks with the pay at Persians fighting with which lived. 

The king with the omitted of the solemn promises and faith to the pledges to come has ordered them, the chance, him/it/theirself might have given which, soon having. 

By day tardy and with the most the debates with the varying at last promise the soon coming himself. 

But the Athenian Democrats, which especially with the powers of Macedonians always had opposed, the desperate favour with the sword transfixes himself. 

The other, as they had placed, to the authority of Alexander they relinquish themselves with himself. 

Thousand and 500 soldiers were being: 

Besides these the envoys towards Dareus sent 90. 

Into the reinforcement the distributed soldier, other relaxed the house besides Lacedaemoniuses, has ordered which to be delivered into the protection. 

Of Marduses was being the adjoining tribe of Hyrcania, with the habitation of the life the adversities and with the brigandages accustomed: 

These grounds neither s/he/it had sent the envoys nor s/he/it was being seen the commands soon making. 

And so the king been indignant, if one tribe was being able to effect, lest unconquered was being, proceeds with the hindrances forsaken with the protection with the strong hand accompanying. 

By night the journey had made and with the first light the enemy was being in the view. 

Of the commotion more as the battle has been. 

Dislodged out of the hills, they had occupied which, the barbarians have escaped and the most nearest villages deserted from the inhabitants are captured. 

More interior of the area of him/it not reasonably without the great shaking the armies were being able to be approached. 

The yokes of the mountains the very high woods and the cliff impassable surround: 

They, which are level, I renew of the fortification the barbarians had hindered to beget. 

The trees are thick about the diligence sowed: 

They turn tender towards the branchs of which with the hand, the lands insert which turned round turned back: 

Thence just as out of the other root more happy are green the trunks. 

These, the nature brings which, to grow they allow not, obviously the others as if with the debt connect other: 

Which are where with the much foliage of the clothing, cover the land. 

And so hidden of the branchs just as the nooses with the continuous hedge close the journey. 

One account was being with the to be chopped to uncover leaped, but with this likewise of the great need. 

The thick insomuch as the knots had hardened the posts and into himself involved the branchs like of the trees with the suspenseful circles with the clinging twig were being rejected the blows. 

The inhabitants but with the rite of the wild beasts the brushwoods to enter usual then likewise had entered spurted and were provoking with the hidden darts the enemy. 

That of the hunting only the hiding-places scrutinized and stabs most. 

Towards the most far to encircle the king orders the woodland-pasture the soldiers, as, if which was extending, might invade. 

But with the unknown places and the mosts were rambling about, and are the removed certain, between which the horse of the king Bucephala were calling which Alexander not to the same place where was valuing the other sheep with the mind. 

Insomuch as that nor in the back his/her/their to occupy was suffering other and the king, when was wishing to climb, voluntarily emiting was removing the knees and was being believed to perceive, might bear which. 

With the ancestor therefore, s/he/it was becoming which, the anger likewise and with the pain incited orders to be investigated the horse and through the interpreter to be announced, if they might have returned, the nobody to be soon conquering. 

With this denunciation frightened with the other gifts they persuade the horse. 

But lest indeed thus softened with the murder s/he/it orders the woods and with the accumulated ground out of the mountains the plain hindered with the branchs to be magnified. 

Now into the certain amount of the height the need had sifted, when the barbarians, you will despair! the area, had occupied which, to be able to be upheld, have abandoned his/her/their tribe. 

The king with the acceptable hostages of Phradatus to obey has ordered them. 

Thence with the fifth day into the stationary s/he/it is returned. 

Artabazum then with the doubled honour, Dareus had which to him/it, sends back the house. 

I will go towards the city to Hyrcania, into the regal which of Dareus s/he/it has been, came s/he/it was being: 

There Nabarzans the allotment with the faith opposes the huge gifts bringing. 

Between which Bagoas s/he/it was being, with the alone appearance the eunuch and in him/it/theirself flower to the childhood, to which and Dareus had been accustomed and soon Alexander has accustomed: 

And of him/it especially to the prayers of the Nabarzan movement s/he/it has pardoned. 

S/he/it was being, as above the saying s/he/it is, to Hyrcania neighbouring the specie of Amazon warriors, around with Thermodonta the river to Themiscyra of the living the plains. 

They were having the queen [Thalestrin], with the all men between Caucasus the mountain and [Phasin] the river commanding. 

Has passed these attached with the desire of the going to see king with the boundaries of his/her/their power and, when not at a distance was being away, has sent ahead indicating, to have came the queen of the approaching him/it and recognising greedy. 

Immediately with the made power coming, with the other orders to halt, with the three hundred with the accompanied of the women s/he/it has proceeded. 

And as the first the king in the view has been, with the horse him/it/theirself has leaped down two light spears the pledge preferring. 

The garment not with the whole of Amazon warriors to the body is overspread: 

For the left part towards the breast is nude, other then they are veiled. 

Nor yet the bendings the garment, collect which with the knot, below the knees dismounts. 

The one untouched nipple is protected, the feminine which may feed the free sexes: 

The pledge is scorched, in order that the bows more easily stretch and may brandish the darts. 

With the unafraid face s/he/it was considering the king with Thalestras, viewing all over I may prepare the condition of him/it by no means of the things to the rumour with the eyes: 

Obviously with the all barbarians in the greatness of the bodies the veneration is and of the great needs not they think the others large, as which with the select appearance to present the nature has deigned. 

Moreover asked, if some might wish to petition, has doubted to admit towards sharing with the king not the free himself to have came, worthy, out of which him/it/theirself of the power might beget the heirs: 

Himself soon upholding of the feminine sex, the male soon returning to the father. 

Alexander, or might wish with military him/it/theirself, asks. 

And that excused oneself, without the guard the power to have relinquished, was persisting to petition, lest was being extended to depart the ineffective himself to the hope. 

More sharp towards I may adore the desire of the woman as of the king, in order that was halting the little days, has compelled. 

13 day into the compliance of the longing of him/it spent they are. 

Then those his/her/their power, have petitioned the king [Parthienen]. 

Truly loosens the head 6 this openly his/her/their enthusiasms and the restraint and the moderation, into the most high each with the chance the lofty goods, turns into the arrogance and the playfulness. 

The paternal customs the teaching of Macedonians the kings wholesomely temperate and the civil condition just as more trivial with his/her/their size leading to the Persian palace you bear! the peak of the gods of the force was aping: 

To lie the grounds expressing religious awe him/it/theirself and have wetted gradually with the servile offices so many conquerors of the tribes and with the prisoner of wars you obey was desiring to make. 

And so purple with the diadem I make white distinguishing, Dareus had such, has surrounded to the head and has accepted the Persian garment, lest indeed the omen feared, which from the emblems of the conqueror into subdued might go over had. 

And indeed that was saying to bear himself the booties of Persians, but had placed on with those likewise the customs, and the arrogance the condition of the mind the unfamiliarity was following: 

The letters likewise, might send which into Europe, the jewel of the old ring was signing, with them, might write which into Asia, the ring of Dareus was being impressed: 

In order that s/he/it was appearing one mind of the two not to capture the chance. 

Truly the friends and the horsemen these insomuch as indeed the princes of the soldiers despising, but to reject not had equipped intended with the Persian with the garments. 

The mistresses 300 and 65, as many the how many Dareuses had been, were satisfying the palace, which the flocks of the eunuchs, and to him/it/theirself feminine to suffer accustomed, were following. 

These with the luxury and foreigners unfinished with the customs old the soldiers of Philip, the undeveloped nation towards the pleasures, openly were avoiding and with the whole camps one the feelings and the conversation of the all men was being, the more lost with the victory, as with the war to be the question: 

Then when especially to be conquered themselves and I have given with the foreign customs and outward. 

Where at last with the mouth the houses as if in the captured condition soon returning? 

To shame now of himself. 

King with the conquered which more like with the conquerors out of the emperor of Macedonia of Dareus [satrapen] made. 

That not ignorant, and the princes of the friends and exercised deeply I have offended, was testing to renew the gratitude with the courtesy and gifts. 

But, I suppose, you are pleased the price of the slavery is unpleasant. 

Therefore not into the sedition the thing was being turned, the leisure was being to be interrupted with the war, the wood of which suitably was being fed. 

Insomuch as Bessus with the regal garment accepted [Artaxerxen] to be called had ordered himself and Scythas and was dealing other with Tanaas the neighbours. 

This was announcing Satibarzans, which retreat into the faith to the area, had maintained which before, has placed in charge. 

And with the heavy with the booties and preparation of the luxury the stream hardly might be moved, his/her/their the first, has ordered to be referred into the middle then the packs of the whole army to the only very to the necessities. 

The plain was being spacious, into which the laden carriages had led. 

With the awaiting all, which then might be soon commanding, has ordered to be detached the mules and with his/her/their the first with the packs with the subordinate torch has anticipated other I have roused. 

They were blazing with the destroying owners, which in order that were snatching untouched out of the cities of the enemies, had extinguished often the flames, with the nobody daring of the blood the price to weep, when the regal powers he/it same the fire was destroying. 

Shortly then the account has softened the pain and the handy campaigns and were rejoicing of the packs rather towards the everything of the preparation which the teachings to have made soon throwing. 

Therefore they were petitioning the Bactrian area. 

But [Nicanor], with Parmenionas the son, indeed with the sudden death short with the great longing of himself had affected the all King sad before the all men was wishing to halt to the burial soon aiding, but the want of the supplieses was collecting to hasten. 

And so Philotas with the two thousands and 600 forsaken, in order that s/he/it was paying the justices to the brother: 

Him/it/theirself stretches towards Bessus. 

Are reported the journey to the making that letter from the neighbours of the governors, indeed out of which recognises Bessus with the hostile mind to oppose with the army, other [Satibarzanen], him/it/theirself of Ariuses might have placed in charge which [satrapeae], to have failed from him/it. 

And so s/he/it was threatening whichsoever with Bessus, yet [Satibarzanen] suppressing I have anticipated most good established s/he/it rears the trivial equipment and the knights the plenty and with the whole night with the journey energetically made unforeseen with the enemy s/he/it comes up. 

With the noted arrival of which Satibarzans with the two thousands of the horsemen nor more suddenly were being able to be dealt Bactra flees, other have occupied the most nearest mountains. 

The steep cliff is, which observes the west: 

Same, which inclines towards Eastern lands, more gentle stooping with the peak with the much trees overgrown has continual the spring, out of which exceedingly the waters flow. 

The patrol of him/it 30 catches firmly two stades. 

In the whirlpool the grassy plain: 

Into this they order to alight the unwarlike multitude. 

Themselves, which was lacking the cliffs, block up the trunks and the stones of the trees. 

13 thousands were being armed, in the siege of which with the forsaken Craterus him/it/theirself [Satibarzanen] hastens to follow. 

And because more far to be away s/he/it had recognised him/it, towards assaulting them, which high of the mountains had occupied, returns. 

And with the first s/he/it orders to be re-purged, they might be able to advance whichsoever: 

Then, as the impassable rocks were opposing and the steep cliffs, the ineffective effort was being seen with the opposing nature. 

That, as was being of the mind always with the difficulties struggling against, when and to advance the steep place and to be returned dangerous might be, was living himself towards the all thinkings, other and other, thus as is accustomed to happen, where the first each we sentence, with the exposing mind. 

With the sticking hesitate, the account has been able not which, the chance has supplied the debate. 

The violent west wind was being, and the soldier had fallen the much wood, approached through the stones ground. 

S/he/it had kindled these parched with the steam now. 

Therefore to the rampart s/he/it orders the others trees and with the fire to be given the foods: 

And quickly with the heaped posts the peak of the mountain is levelled. 

Then on all the fire injected catches firmly the all. 

The wind was bringing the flame into the mouths of the enemies, the huge smoke just as with the certain cloud had hidden the sky. 

The woods were speaking with the fire and them likewise, the soldier had roused not which, with the conceived fire the most nearest each were scorching. 

The barbarians of the punishments most beyond, if the fire was perishing which, have escaped were testing, but which flame had given the place, the enemy was opposing. 

The different then with the murder they are destroyed: 

The other into the middle fires, the others with the rocks have thrown headlong himself, the certain of the enemies to the hands have offered, the half-burnt few have came into the power. 

Hence towards Craterus, which Artacoana was besieging, returns. 

That with the all men prepared of the king was awaiting the arrival of the captured city with the title, as you bear! was being, O unresisting. 

Therefore Alexander orders to be applied the towers: 

And with him/it/theirself appearance of the barbarian frightened, out of the walls the flat hands stretching, they have began to beg, the anger into [Satibarzanen], the authority of the desertion, s/he/it might reserve, with the suppliant himself own abandoning s/he/it might forbear. 

The king with the given favour not loosens the siege only, but has returned his/her/their everything to the inhabitants. 

From this city with the departed the reinforcement of the new soldiers opposes. 

Zoilus 500 horsemen out of Greece had persuaded: 

3 thousands out of Illyricum [Antipater] s/he/it had sent: 

The horsemen of Thessalus 100 and 30 with Philippi were being: 

Out of Lydia 2 thousands and six hundred, the foreign soldier, had developed,300 horsemen of the tribe of him/it same were following. 

With this hand added s/he/it approaches Drangas. 

The warlike nation is. 

The governor was being Barzaents, into of the crime his/her/their king the sharer with Bessus: 

He/it of the punishments, which had merited, escapes into India with the fear. 

The head 7 now the nineth day was being stationary, with, with the outward strength not unconquered only but safe, the king with the internal deed was being petitioned. 

Dymnus, moderate at the king of the authority and gratitude, of the male prostitute, to which Nicomachus the name was being, was blazing with the love, with the compliance to the one himself bound of the devoted body. 

He/it, which out of each face was being able to be examined, like with the astonished with the remote eye-witnesses with the young man has withdrawn into the temple, with the secret himself and being silent to report prefaced, and asks hang uping with the expectation through the borrowed the dearness and the pledges of the each mind, in order that affirms with the oath, which might have entrusted, with the silence to be soon covering. 

And the established that, the nothing, which also with the false oath to be uncovered might be, soon indicating, swears through the present gods. 

Then Dymnus uncovers the ambushes prepared you follow! with the strong men of that debate into the third day to the king and bright to be the sharer. 

Which young man with the heard true himself refuses nor the faith in the parricide to have given firmly with the any taboo, in order that the crime covers, to be able to be confined. 

Dymnus, and with the love and fear insane, the pledge of the male prostitute the surroundings and the tears to beg the first, in order that the sharer of the debate and need was happening: 

If it was being able to support not, but yet lest was projecting himself, towards him/it/theirself of which to the benevolence besides the others this likewise might have the most strong pledge, which might have relinquished his/her/their head to the faith hitherto inexperienced. 

Towards the most far to avoid s/he/it frightens the crime persisting with the fear of the death: 

From that head the conspirators the most pretty deed soon beginning. 

Previously then weakening and woman-like timid, previously the traitor of the lover calling, now huge promising and sometimes the power likewise was living the mind with the so great deed at a distance abhoring. 

The tight then the sword only of that, with his/her/their manner applying I butcher, the suppliant he/it same and unsafe, has squeezed, as at last not the only silence, but also might promise the work. 

Insomuch as abundantly of the constant mind and worthy, which might be chaste, the nothing out of the former will had moved, but was imitating the capacity of Dymnus with the love the nothing to reject. 

To ask thence s/he/it goes on, with which to the so great thing s/he/it had entered the society: 

Most much to refer, the suchs men so to the memorable need soon applying the hands were being. 

That and with the love and crime badly sound likewise conducts the gratitudes, congratulates likewise, which with the most strong of the young men might have doubted not himself to add, with the Demetrian, of the body to the guard Peucolaus, O Nicanoruses: 

Aphobetum adds with these, Iolaus, Dioxenus, [Archepolim], Amynta. 

From this conversation Cebalian the low-lying Nicomachus towards the brother was being the name which had taken, conveys. 

S/he/it pleases him/it/theirself to halt in the tent, not, if s/he/it had entered the palace, not accustomed to approach the king, the conspirators might learn the projected himself to be. 

Indeed him/it/theirself Cebalinus before the entrance to the palace nor more near stops the approach to him/it was extending, waiting some out of the first court of the friends, might be introduced towards the king from which. 

Perhaps with the other with the low-lying one Philotas, with Parmenionas the son uncertain had halted which on account of the cause in the palace. 

To this Cebalinus with the indistinct mouth of the great disturbance the marks before himself bringing uncovers, which out of the brother had learned, and orders without the adjournment to be announced to the king. 

Enters Philotas with the commended him/it immediately towards Alexander and much reciprocally about the others things with the conversation destroyed the nothing of them, which out of Cebalinus had recognised, announces. 

Under the evening the young man removes him/it emerging in the entrance of the palace, or the order might have performed, requiring. 

That not to have been empty to his/her/their conversation the king excused oneself has departed. 

With the following day Cebalinus is coming into the palace at hand and admonishes day before entering shared with him/it/theirself to the thing. 

That answers to the concern to himself to be: 

And indeed not then to the king, which had heard, uncovers. 

With Cebalinus to be suspected s/he/it had began. 

And so not beyond to be interrupted established with the noble young man [Metron] was being to him/it the name over the arsenal to the situated, which might be prepared the crime, indicates. 

That with Cebalinus in hidden arsenal immediately to the king the strong body with the physician, the sign might have conveyed which, shows. 

The king towards catching firmly Dymnus with the sent attendants the arsenal enters. 

There Cebalinus raised with the joy,' I have you,' says, unharmed out of the hands of the wicked rescued.' 

Inquired then Alexander, which were being to be learned, with the rank the all recognises. 

And turned back s/he/it has pursued to ask, the how numbered day might be, out of which Nicomachus towards him/it might have conveyed the evidence. 

And with that admiting, now the third to be, valuing, not with the intact faith with the so great after to convey, which had heard, has ordered to be bound him/it. 

That begins to proclaim, to the same place with the moment of the time, might have heard with which, about [Philotan] to have hastened: 

From him/it to be covered learned. 

Then the king, repeatedly asking, or might have approached [Philotan], or might have pursued to him/it, in order that were reaching towards himself, with the persisting him/it to affirm, which had said, the hand towards the sky stretching with the flowing tears was complaining this to himself from the most dear formerly the referred gratitude of the friends. 

Between these Dymnus not ignorant, might be indicted from the king which on account of the cause, with the sword, with which chance the crown was being, wounds deeply himself and with the meeting of the attendants restrained is borne into the palace. 

Which the considering king,' which,' says,' into you, O Dymnus, only I have thought the sin, in order that to you with the power of Macedonians more worthy was being seen Philotas with me likewise with him/it/theirself? 

' The voice had failed that now. 

And so with the high groan and face from the view behind of the king constantly collapsed s/he/it is quenched. 

King with Philota to come into the palace to the order,' Cebalinus,' says,' the most far punishment deserved, if weaves into my head the prepared ambushes with the two days, substitutes of this indictment [Philotan] the plaintiff, towards which immediately the evidence to have conveyed affirms himself. 

More nearer with which the step to the friendship you touch me, more great this the deed is of your dissimulation and I with Cebalinus more as to Philota it I admit to convene. 

You have favouring the judge, if, which has ought to be admitted not, is able to be purged even.' 

Towards these Philotas not reasonably nervous, if the mind with the face was being valued, indeed Cebalinus of the harlot the conversation towards himself to have conveyed, but him/it/theirself so to the trivial authority the nothing has answered to have believed, feared, lest the quarrel between the lover and the male prostitute not without the laughter of the other had conveyed: 

With Dymnus with himself own will have killed, the suchs were being whoever, not to have been keeping silent. 

And s/he/it begins to beg the king of the surrounding, as the past life rather, which fault, of the silence yet, not of the any fact, s/he/it might consider. 

Not easily I might have said, is it not that the king will have believed to him/it, or will have suppressed more high the anger: 

The pledge has offered the pledge to the restored gratitude and has said think little ofing to the wise-men as the concealed evidence to be to be seen to himself. 

The head 8 Aduocatus then with the debate of the friends, to which yet Philotas summoned is not, Nicomachum orders to be introduced. 

You go same, the brother towards the king had conveyed which, has explained with the rank. 

Was being Craterus dear to the king in the only a few and there to Philota on account of the rivalry of the dignity opposite: 

Nor s/he/it was disregarding, often with the ears of Alexander with the excessive shaking of the strength and work heavy to have been and indeed on account of them not of the crime, but to the stubbornness yet to be admiring. 

Not other more suitable opportunity of the pressing enemy future established, with his/her/their hatred of the responsibility preferring the appearance,' if only,' s/he/it says,' in each beginning of this thing with us you might have weighed! 

We might have urged, if to Philota you were wishing to pardon, you might suffer rather to disregard him/it, the how great might must to you, you might collect more often which all the way towards the contracted fear of the death about his/her/their danger, as about your to think with the kindness. 

Indeed that always to you will be able to lie in ambush, you not always to Philota you will be able to pardon. 

Nor is, which you may value him/it, which only has intended, with the favour to be able to be moved. 

S/he/it knows them, which have destroyed the pity, further not to be able to expect. 

But I, even if him/it/theirself even with the repentance or your kindness the living will wish to rest, the father of him/it Parmenion, so great the leader of the army and old at his/her/their soldiers with the authority not much below the situated peak of your size, soon musting to you I know not the health of his/her/their son with the level mind. 

We hate the certain kindnesses. 

To have merited s/he/it shames to confess the death: 

Remains, in order that prefers to be seen the injury to have taken, which life. 

Hence to the nice you with those about the health to be fighting. 

The enough enemies s/he/it remains, towards which to be pursued we are soon going: 

The side from the civil enemies of the duty. 

These if you remove, the nothing I fear from the outward. 

' These Craterus. 

Nor other they were doubting, that the evidence soon suppressing of the conspiracy might have been not unless the authority or the sharer. 

Indeed which conscientious and of the good mind, not friendly only, but out of the most far folk, you hear, which were being towards him/it conveyed, not immediately towards the king to have been soon running? 

Lest indeed of Cebalinus I adduce as example, which out of the brother might have announced learned to him/it/theirself, with Parmenionas the son, placed in charge of the cavalry, the eye-witness of the all secrets of the king! 

To have imitated also, not to have been empty to his/her/their conversation the king, lest the sign was asking the other intermediary. 

Nicomachum with the each taboo the bound god his/her/their conscience to unload to have hurried: 

Philota with the destroyed through the game and the joke nearly with the whole day heavy to be the little words concerning towards the head you rule so with the long and perhaps superfluously to insert to the conversation. 

But indeed with himself not to have believed such with the conveying boys! 

Why then s/he/it might have prolonged the two days, as with the evidence s/he/it might have the faith? 

To have been the dismissing Cebalinum, if was sentencing the accusation of him/it. 

Into with his man each with the danger the great mind to have, when about the health you rule s/he/it was being feared, credulous to must to be, with the empty each conveying to admit. 

The all men then the questioning about him/it, in order that was being collected to indicate the sharers of the crime, having decide to be. 

King admonished, in order that they were pressing the debate with the silence, dismisses. 

To be announced then the journey into the descendant orders, lest was being given with which notable of the new beginning of the debate. 

Invited is also you dine sumptuously Philotas towards the most far to him/it/theirself and the king not to dine only, but also on friendly terms to talk with him/it, had sentenced which, has supported. 

The second then with the watch with the lights quenched with the only a few into the palace collect [Hephaestion] and Craterus and Coenus and Erigyius, these out of the friends, out of the squires but Perdiccas and Leonnatus. 

Through these commanded, as, which towards the headquarter were keeping watch, the armed men might watch. 

Now towards the all approachs were being the disposed horsemen, I have ordered to besiege the journeys likewise, lest which towards Parmenion, which then to Media and was being present with the great plenty, hidden might evade. 

Atharrias but with 300 armed men s/he/it had entered the palace: 

To this ten attendants are delivered, the tenth squires were following the one-each of which. 

These towards conspiring the others to be caught firmly are distributed: 

Atharrias when with the three hundred towards Philota of the sending the house was struggling the closed approach,50 with the most willing young men crowded, for had ordered other to surround on all the house, lest was being able to escape with the hidden approach Philotas. 

That whether with the security of the mind or with the fatigue loosened the sleep had suppressed: 

S/he/it occupies which Atharrias being lethargic hitherto. 

At last they with the deep sleep shattered with might be injected to the chain,' has conquered,' says,' your goodness, the king, the harshness of my enemies.' 

Nor the mores spoken out with the head veiled into the palace persuade. 

With the following day the king has proclaimed, the all armed men might collect. 

6 thousands almost of the soldiers had came, besides with the commotion of the camp-followers and awkwardnesses had satisfied the palace. 

[Philotan] with his/her/their stream of the squire they were covering, lest before s/he/it was being able to be observed from the common people, as the king addressed the soldiers he might have. 

About the deadly things with the ancient of Macedonians only the king was examining, was judging the army was being in the peace of the common people and the nothing power of the kings was prevailing, unless the earlier times had prevailed the authorities. 

Therefore the first corpse of Dymnus is inflicted and with the most, which might have prepared or where accidentally might be quenched, with the ignorant. 

The head 9 King then into the meeting proceeds with the face preferring the pain of the mind. 

With the each sadness of the friends s/he/it had made the expectation not small to the thing. 

By day the king to the low into the land with the astonished face and being astounded like has stood. 

At last with the received mind,' nearly,' s/he/it says,' the soldiers, with the crime of the men to you I am rescued: 

The god the foresight and the pity I live. 

And the view venerable of your has collected, in order that more vehemently with the killer of relatives I was geting angry, because particular, indeed one to my life the enjoyment is, so many with the most strong men and about me most well to the merits hitherto the gratitude to be able to refer.' 

The groan has cut short the speech of the soldiers and are rising with the all men the tears. 

Then the king,' how much,' says,' I will cause the ancestor in your souls moved, when I will have showed the authorities of the so great crime! 

I dread the mention of which hitherto and, as I have leaped they may be able to be, with the names I withhold. 

But is the to be conquered memory of the former dearness and the conspiracy of the wicked countrymen to be uncovered. 

How but only the sin I am silent? 

With Parmenius, with that age, so many you ejaculate, so many with the merits my parent obligated, with us of the all men of the friends most ancient, s/he/it has presented the leader with himself to the so great crime. 

The attendant of him/it Philotas Peucolaum and Demetrian and this Dymnus, the body of which you face, and has equipped other of him/it same to the madness into my head.' 

The roar on all of the being indignant and was roaring against with the whole meeting of the complaining, the such is accustomed to be of the multitude and especially you are fought, where either is conducted with the eagerness or the anger. 

Nicomachus then and [Metron] and Cebalinus O lengthened, the each had conveyed which, explain. 

More no with the evidence of them s/he/it was being bound Philotas between the sharers of the crime. 

And so with the distinct indignation the voice with the silence is removed. 

Then the king,' such,' says,' is seen therefore with you of the mind, which the conveyed evidence of this thing towards him/it/theirself has suppressed? 

Which declares not to have been empty of Dymnus the exit. 

Into the reliable thing conveying has feared not the windlasses Cebalinus, indeed [Metron] not the moment of the time has delayed to unload himself, as I go, where I was being washed, might invade: 

Only the nothing has feared Philotas, the nothing s/he/it has believed. 

Oh of the great mind of the strengths! 

That with the danger of the king might be displaced, might move the face, concerned was hearing the sign to the so great thing! 

The deed eats away below without doubt with the silence and the greedy hope of the power has driven the steep mind towards the most far the sin. 

The father to Media is present: 

Him/it/theirself very powerful at the much the leaders of the plenty with my with the strengths more great, captures which, breathes. 

The bereavement with the each my, because without you are pleased I am, is scorned. 

But s/he/it errs Philotas. 

In you free, obeying, I have the kinsmen: 

With the well you bereft I am able to be not.' 

The letter then with Parmenionas intercepted, as towards the sons Nicanor and [Philotan] s/he/it had written, s/he/it reads aloud not reasonably the evidence more heavy debate preferring. 

Insomuch as the sum of him/it this was being: 

' The first the concern of you conduct!, then of your: 

Indeed thus, we have bound which, we will effect.' 

And the king has added, thus to be written, as, or might have reached towards the sons, might be able to be understood from the accomplices, or intercepted might be, might deceive ignorant. 

' But indeed Dymnus, when was indicating the other sharers of the crime, has named not [Philotan]! 

Indeed this of that not the harmlessnesses, but the evidence is of the force, which thus from them is feared also, is able to be projected from which, as, when about himself admit, may conceal that yet. 

Moreover [Philotan] of him/it/theirself the life indicates. 

This to Amynta, which to me the relation has been and has prepared in Macedonia to my head wicked you lie in ambush, the associate with himself and has added the accomplice. 

This with Attalus, with which I have had not more heavy enemy, has given his/her/their sister into the marriage. 

This, when I had written to him/it on behalf of the law so the domestic use and the friendships, the such lot might be high Jupiter with Hammonas to the oracle, has supported to write back to me, indeed himself to congratulate, because into the number of the gods of the retreat I might be, moreover to be pitied of them, with which to be lived might be under him/it, which might pass the manner of the man. 

These are and now some time ago the minds alienated from me and the evidences of the jealous my glory. 

Which truly, the soldiers, as long as has been permitted, in my mind I have pressed. 

Indeed I was being seen the part of my entrails to break to me, if, into which so great I had collected, more cheap to me I might make. 

But now not the words are to be punished: 

The rashness of the tongue reaches towards the swords. 

These, if to me you believe, s/he/it whets Philotas into me, if to him/it/theirself, to the needle s/he/it has relinquished. 

Where I will collect me, the soldiers? 

To which my head I will believe of Equitatuus, most good of the army borne, with the princes of the most noble youth, one I have placed in charge: 

The health, the hope, my victory to the faith of him/it and to the tutelage I have entrusted. 

The father into it same the peak, in which you have placed me to him/it/theirself, I have applied: 

The middle, which more wealthy the nobody area is, and so many the thousands countrymen and associates with the command of him/it and to the authority I have exposed. 

From where I had petitioned the protection, the danger has stood out. 

As happily in the sharpness I might have killed, rather the enemy booty, which the countryman victim! 

Now protected out of the dangers, I have feared which grounds, into these I have happened, I have had to fear not which. 

You are accustomed repeatedly from me, the soldiers, to petition, in order that to my health I forbear. 

To himself to me you are able to be better, because you urge, in order that I make. 

Towards your hands, towards your arms I flee: 

With the reluctant you well I am unwilling to be: 

To the willing I am able not, unless I am claimed.' 

Then [Philotan] you moor after the back with the hands with the worn-out cloak veiled s/he/it has ordered to be induced. 

Easily s/he/it was appearing, moved to be so with the wretched condition not without the hatred with the little row of the view. 

The cavalries day before had seen the leader, were knowing of the king to have lain between with the feast: 

Indeed suddenly not the plaintiff, but I will go sentencing, indeed bound they were considering. 

S/he/it was entering the minds with Parmenionas likewise, of the so great leader, so of the clear countryman, with the chance, which only with the two sons, with Hector and Nicanor, bereaved with him/it, the loss had made the remaining which, absent might say the cause. 

And so Amyntas, the regal praetor, has displaced bending towards the pity the meeting turned back you roughen! in [Philotan] the speech: 

The projected them to be with the barbarians, the nobody towards his/her/their spouse into Fatherland and towards the parents to have been soon returning: 

Just as the maimed body with the removed head without the breath, [since] in name only the foreign land the mockery of the enemy future. 

By no means on behalf of the hope of him/it/theirself Amynta the pleasing speech to the king has been, because of the spouses, which Fatherlands more lazy might have made admonished towards the other the duties performing. 

Then Coenus, had connected whichsoever the sister of Philota with the marriage with himself, yet more sharply as the any into Philota is imported, the killer of relative you rule to be, to Fatherland, the army proclaiming: 

And the stone, the strong which with the row was lying the feet, soon hurling into him/it has seized, such as the mosts have believed, with the windlasses to subtract desirous. 

But the king has restrained the hand of him/it, saying earlier to the cause to must to be judged to happen the power with the plaintiff nor otherwise the soon spreading out himself affirming. 

Then to say Philotas of the order, whether the conscience of the crime or danger with the size insane and astonished, not to elevate the eyes, was intending not you may be opened. 

With the tears then flowing with the leaving mind into him/it, from which s/he/it was being held, s/he/it has lain on: 

And with the banished with the cloak of him/it with the eyes gradually receiving the breath and the voice soon saying s/he/it was being seen. 

And the king considering I will go him/it,' Macedonians,' says,' about you soon judging are: 

I ask, or with the paternal conversation please at them soon using.' 

Then Philotas,' besides Macedonas,' says,' and the mosts aid, which more easily, I will say which, I observe soon securing, if same tongue I will had used, where you have conducted, not on account of the other, I believe, which in order that your speech was being able to be understood from the mores.' 

Then the king,' at all you see so far also of the paternal conversation [Philotan] to be tired? 

The only obviously s/he/it has disdained him/it to learn. 

But s/he/it may say reasonably, somehow to that heart s/he/it is, while you will remember, equally that from our custom as from the conversation to abhor and thus with the meeting s/he/it has passed. 

The head 10 then Philotas,' O words,' says,' with the innocent to discover easily is, you are held the manner of the words with the wretched person difficult. 

And so between the most good conscience and the most unjust chance destitute I disregard, such as with my mind and seasonably I may obey. 

Indeed most good to my cause is away the judge: 

Which why me him/it/theirself will have been unwilling to hear, not by Hercules I devise, when to that on both sides the noted cause so to sentence with me is permitted, have freed which: 

Truly not with the noted from the absent I am able to be freed not, which from the present I am sentenced. 

But whichsoever of the bound man not superfluous only, but also the hated defence is, which is seen to teach the judge not, but have proved: 

Yet, somehow is permitted me to say, me own him/it/theirself I had abandoned not nor I will entrust, as condemned also my opinion I may be seen. 

Truly, the plaintiff of which indictment I may be, I see not: 

Between the conspirators the nobody with me names, about me Nicomachus the nothing has said, the more Cebalinus, had heard which, has been able to know not. 

But the head of the conspiracy with me to have been the king believes! 

Dymnus has been able to disregard therefore him/it, was following which, especially with the asking the associates even wrongly I might have been to be named, where more easily, which was being tested, might be able to be driven? 

Indeed not with the uncovered deed my name has disregarded, in order that was being able to have forbade to see to the associate: 

With Nicomachus, the liability-admitter was believing which soon being silent the secrets about it himself, was subtracting with the others named the single me. 

I beg, the comrades, if Cebalinus had approached not me, might have wished to know the nothing me about the conspirators, if today I might say the cause with the no me naming? 

Dymnus reasonably (in order that was living hitherto! 

) S/he/it might wish to forbear to me: 

Which other? 

Which about himself will confess, will subtract me clearly! 

Is spiteful loss and almost harmful, may be tormented with his/her/their punishment, reposes with the foreigner. 

Indeed so many accomplices nor into the little horse true imposed will admit? 

But the nobody forbears with the soon dying nor to the any soon dying, as I suppose. 

Towards the true indictment and towards the single to be returned s/he/it is to me: 

Why you have been silent the thing conveyed towards you? 

Why so carefree you have heard? 

With this, the such is whoever, to the admitted me, wherever you are, O Alexander, you have sent back: 

Your pledge of the clasp, restored the pledge of the mind, with the each feast I have lain between. 

If you have believed to me, I am freed, if you have forbade, low-lying: 

Or your judgement with the female slave. 

Why with the most nearest this the night, with which of the departure I am from your table, I have made? 

The new which has moved the deed conveyed towards you your mind? 

With the heavy deep sleep I was reposing, with me with the evils my the enemies with the binding have caused sleeping. 

From where and to the killer of relative and traitor so of the deep you will be able of the sleep? 

With the conscience roaring against of the criminal they are able to sleep soundly not: 

The frenzies stir them, not with the complete manner, but also with the deliberate parricide. 

But to me the security the first my harmlessness, then your pledge had offered: 

I have feared not, lest the more to the foreign cruelty at you was being permitted, as to your mercy. 

But not displeases to have believed you to me, the thing towards me was being conveyed from the boy, which not the witness, not the pledge of the evidence was being able to present, soon satisfying the all men with the fear, if had began to be heard. 

With the quarrel of the lover and harlot to be inserted unfortunate I have believed my ears and I have had the faith of him/it suspected, him/it/theirself might convey which not, but might equip the brother rather. 

I have feared, lest was denying to have entrusted with himself Cebalinus and I might be seen with the much of the friends of the king to have been with the cause of the danger. 

Thus likewise, when I have struck the nobody, I have discovered, which might prefer to die me, the unharmed which to be: 

Which of the unfriendlinesses you believe soon removing to have been, if guiltless I had provoked? 

But indeed Dymnus kills himself! 

If then I have been able to divine the soon making him/it? 

Cannot safely sentence-translate one word!
Most little. 

Thus which with the evidence of the suns has made the faith, it with me, when from Cebalinus I am interrupted, was being able not have moved. 

But Hercules, if the accomplice with Dymnus of the so great crime I had been, with the two-day that projected to be us I have had to conceal not: 

Cebalinus him/it/theirself about the middle and no with the pain has been able to be lifted. 

Finally after conveyed the evidence, which I was being soon covering, you rule the bedroom only I have entered, indeed with the iron of the crown. 

Why I have delayed the deed? 

Or without Dymnus I am not of the daring? 

That has been then first of the conspiracy! 

Under the shade of that I was lying hidden Philotas, which I feign the power of Macedonians! 

Is there any out of you is spoiled with the gifts? 

Which leader, which prefect more immoderate I have tilled? 

Indeed to me s/he/it is upbraided, because I may despise the society of the paternal conversation, because I will disdain the customs of Macedonians. 

Thus therefore with the command, I disdain which, I threaten! 

Now some time ago the original that conversation with the trade of the others tribes has grown up: 

So with the conquerors, as with the conquered the foreign tongue is to be learned. 

Not by Hercules those strike me more, as which Amyntas, to Perdicca the son, lain in ambush it has to the king: 

With which the friendship will have been to me, I reject have defended not, if has ought to be selected not from us you rule the brother. 

But if but in that with the step of the chance placed also to be adored necessary s/he/it was being: 

The each, I beg, which I have divined not, the plaintiff I am, or with the guiltless friends of the wicked likewise to be died it has? 

Which if the level ground is, why so long I live? 

If unjust, why now at last I am killed? 

But indeed I have written to be pitied me of them, with which to be lived s/he/it might be under him/it, which himself Jupiter might believe the son. 

You will trust to the friendship, the dangerous freedom of the true debate, you have cheated me! 

You, I was perceiving which, lest I was keeping silent, you have driven! 

To have written I admit me these, but to the king, not about the king to have written. 

Indeed not I was making the hatred, but on behalf of him/it I was fearing. 

More worthy to me Alexander was being seen, which silent might recognise the stock of Jupiter, which with the announcement might disturb which. 

But because the faith of the oracle is reliable, the god may be to my cause of the witness. 

You uphold! me in the chains, while s/he/it is consulted [Hammon], if the secret and hidden I might have entered the crime: 

Which our king has deigned the son, the nobody of them, which to his/her/their stock they have lain in ambush, laterally will suffer. 

If you inform! with the oracles believed to be the windlasses, lest indeed I beg this the faith of the presenting truth. 

The plaintiffs of the head to summon with you are accustomed the parents. 

Two brothers I recently I have lost, the father neither they have showed I am able nor I intend to call upon, when and him/it/theirself the plaintiff of the so great indictment is. 

Indeed little s/he/it is so many manner the free parent, in the single now with the son reposing, there likewise to be bereaved, unless him/it/theirself into my funeral pyre is imposed. 

Therefore, most dear the father, and near me you will die and with me. 

I to you I withdraw the life, I quench your old age! 

Indeed why you were producing me unfortunate with the being against gods? 

Or in order that you were securing these out of me of the enjoyment, which remain you? 

I know not, my youth may be more poor or your old age: 

I in him/it/theirself oak of the age I am rescued: 

To you the executioner will withdraw the breath, which, if the chance had wished to await, the nature was asking. 

The mention of my father has admonished me, as timidly and hesitantly, Cebalinus had conveyed which towards me, I might have had to indicate. 

Indeed with Parmenius, when had heard, the poison from healing Philippi to the king to be prepared, the letter written has wished to deter him/it, where more small drug might drink, the doctor had placed to give which. 

If the loan is to my father? 

If they have had the any authority of that letter? 

I him/it/theirself, how often, I had heard which, I have conveyed, with the mockery of the credulity I am repelled. 

If and, when we proclaim, I have watched over and, when we are silent, we are suspected, which ought to make us? 

' Whenever one out of the commotion of the by-standers might have exclaimed,' well with the merits not to lie in ambush! 

' Philotas,' rightly,' says,' with whichsoevers you are, you say. 

And so if I have lain in ambush, I beg not the penalty and saying I make the boundary, because the most far words are heavy visions with the ears.' 

Is detached then from them, which were guarding him/it. 

The head 11 was being between the leaders with the hand active [Bolon] certain, the undeveloped condition of the peace of the skills and courtesy, the old soldier, from the low rank towards that step, in which then was being, moved forward: 

Which with the being silent with the other the dull wild boldness to admonish begins them, how often with his/her/their each with the inns, which might have occupied, repulsed might be, in order that Philotas were being received there the sweepingses of the slaves, from where the comrades had expelled. 

With the gold and silver the carriages of him/it laden with the whole villages to have stood and indeed not into the neighbourhood of the inn any of the comrades to be received, but through disposed, s/he/it was having which above the sleep, all at a distance banished, lest the woman was being caused those between himself of the huming with the silence more truly as with the noise. 

With the mockery to him/it to have been the country men and Phrygas and Paphlagonas called, which might redden not, the born Macedonian, the men to his/her/their tongue through the interpreter to hear. 

Now why s/he/it might wish to be consulted Hammon? 

Same of Jupiter to have proved the lie Alexander the son recognising, of course feared, lest odious s/he/it was being, the gods might offer which. 

When s/he/it was lying in ambush to the head of the king and friend, not to have consulted that Jupiter: 

Now towards the oracle to send, while the father of him/it may be disturbed, which may be present in Media, and the money, the protection may be of which to him/it you carouse!, may drive the ruined men towards the society of the crime. 

Himself soon sending towards the oracle, not which may ask Jupiter, will have recognised which out of the king, but which may conduct the gratitudes, which may pay the vows on behalf of the safety of the most good king. 

Truly then the whole meeting is attached and from the guards of the body the beginning made proclaiming, indeed to be rending the killer of relative with the hands of them it Philotas, which might fear more heavy punishments, was hearing not reasonably with the unjust mind, but the king into the meeting returned, or in order that was turning in each protection, or in order that more carefully the all was recognising, the hearing into the following day has delayed and, the day was bending whichsoever into the evening, orders to be assembled yet the friends. 

And indeed with the other was pleasing, with the custom of Macedonians I have overwhelmed with the stones, to Hephaestius but and Craterus and Coenus to the windlasses the truth squeezing have said to be and those likewise, which had urged other, go over into the opinion of these. 

With the debate therefore low-lying [Hephaestion] with Craterus and Coenus towards the questioning about Philota having they rise. 

The king with the extraneous Craterus and with the conversation departed, the sum of which is not high, has withdrawn into the inmost the part of the inn and with the remote eye-witnesses into the much night of the questioning the occurrence has awaited. 

The torturers in the view to Philota the everything of the cruelty the tools display. 

And that besides,' why you rest,' says,' the enemy of the king, they have killed the killer confessing? 

Which with the questioning the need is? 

I have thought, I have wished.' 

Craterus to expel, as, which might confess, might say in the windlasses likewise. 

While s/he/it is seized, and now the eyes are bound, while the garment is undressed, the paternal gods, was calling upon the laws of the tribes in vain at the deaf ears. 

Through the most far then of the torture, as and condemned and with the enemies into the gratitude you rule turning, s/he/it is mangled. 

And with the first you ignite whichsoever hence, there the lashs now not towards the questioning, but were being heaped towards the penalty, not the voice only, but also the groan has had in the power: 

But after the rising body to the ulcers of the whips was being able not the blows with the nude bones instilled almost, if with the windlasses soon summoning they were being the manner, the soon saying himself, which might desire to know, promises. 

But the boundary to the questioning to have been, s/he/it was wishing to swear them through the health of Alexander and to be withdrawn the torturers. 

And to both places with the obtained,' with the depression,' s/he/it says,' you say!, why me to the sails to say.' 

With that being indignant to be trifled with him/it and turned back with the reviving the time begins to petition the torturers, while might receive the breath, with the all, which might know, soon indicating. 

Meanwhile the horsemen, the most noble each and I have gone especially, which was touching Parmenion with the near kinsmen, after [Philotan] to be turned the rumour had published, the law of Macedonians feared, which the provision was being, as the relatives of them, which to the king they might have lain in ambush, might be killed with themselves, the others kill himself, the others into the out-of-the-way mountains and flee with the huge through the whole camps with the wide terror the huge solitudes, while the king with the noted commotion has proclaimed to send back the law with himself guilty about the punishment of the connections. 

Will have wished to free Philotas is it not that with the truth or lie with himself from the torture, the doubtful conjecture is, because and the springs with the acknowledged facts and the falsehoods with the saying he/it same the boundary of the pain is showed: 

Moreover,' Father' says,' my with Hegelochus as on friendly terms the use may be, you disregard not: 

I say that Hegelochus, which in the sharpness has fallen: 

With us of the all evils he/it has been with the cause. 

For when the first Jupiter has ordered the son with the healthful himself the king, it unworthily the bringing that,' we recognise this then the king, says, which disdains Philippi the father? 

The act is about us, if with the continuous that we are able. 

Not the men the ground, but also disdains the gods, which demands the god to be believed. 

We have lost Alexander, we have lost the king: 

We happen into the arrogance, nor with the gods, with which s/he/it equalises himself, nor with the men, with which s/he/it removes himself, bearable. 

Is it not that with our blood we have made the god, which may disdain us? 

Which may hesitate the hearing of the mortal to approach? 

You believe! to me and us, if of the man we are, from the gods we will be adopted. 

With which the great-grandfather of this Archelaus, with which then Alexander, which Perdicca killed has avenged? 

Indeed this to the killers of the father has pardoned.' 

Hegelochus has said these over the dinner: 

And with the following first day with the light from the father I am indicted. 

Sad s/he/it was being and s/he/it was seeing the sad me. 

Indeed we had heard, which might instil the anxiety. 

And so in order that we were testing, is it not that the each with the wine heavy might have showered those, or more high you inhale! with the debate, has pleased to be indicted him/it. 

Comes and with same conversation besides repeated has added, with himself, or we might intend you will lead to be, soon claiming you come near the parts from us, or the mind might lack, the debate with the silence to be soon covering. 

Of Parmenionus I live hitherto with Dareus the untimely thing was being seen: 

Indeed not to himself, but with the enemy to be soon killing Alexander, with the true Dareus lifted the prize of the king killed Asia and the whole Eastern lands with the killers to be soon going. 

And with the approved debate into these the faith and the presents is and the allotment. 

Which towards Dymnus concerns, the nothing I know and these the liability-admitter I understand not to be useful to me, which without of the present crime I am. 

To that turned back with the windlasses applied, with themselves each with the spears might beat violently the bone and the eyes of him/it, have squeezed, in order that this likewise was confessing the indictment. 

With the expelling then, in order that was explaining the rank of the deliberate crime, with by day with Bactra the soon upholding might be seen the king, has answered to have feared, lest the father 70 son the years, the so great leader of the so great army, to the so great money the guard, might be quenched meanwhile and to him/it/theirself robbed with the so great strengths of the to be killed king the cause was being not. 

To have hastened therefore himself, while the prize in the hands might have, to represent the debate: 

The without father of which to have been unless they were believing, the windlasses, s/he/it might be able to bear not whichsoever now, yet not to reject. 

Those talked the enough question to be seen towards the king are returned. 

Which with the following day and, which the liability-admitter was being Philotas, to be read aloud and him/it/theirself, because was being able to advance not, has ordered to be reported. 

In all respects with the recognising him/it Demetrian, which of the most nearest crime to be sharing in was being proved, is revealed. 

With the much affirmation and of the mind equally the perseverance and the faces refusing, any to himself into the deliberate king to be, the windlasses also was requiring into him/it himself: 

When Philotas, with the publicised eyes as they have happened into [Calin] certain not at a distance standing, more near s/he/it has ordered to constitute him/it. 

With that confused and with the rejecting to go over towards him/it,' you will suffer,' s/he/it says,' Demetrian to lie and turned back me to be tortured? 

' [Calin] the voice and the blood had failed and were mistrusting to wish to daub Macedonians [Philotan] now harmless, because neither from Nicomachus nor from him/it/theirself Philota, when was being turned, might be the named young man: 

Which as has seen the prefects of the king the standing around himself, Demetrian and it himself that deed to have thought the liability-admitter is. 

The all men are therefore from Nicomachus of the naming with the paternal custom present to the indication with the stones overwhelmed. 

With the great not of the health, but also with the danger of the hatred was being the freed Alexander. 

Obviously with Parmenius and Philotas, the princes of the friends, unless openly the criminals, might have been able to be sentenced not without the indignation of the whole army: 

Thus, while the doubtful complaint has been, while it has denied the deed, was being seen to be turned cruelly, has merited after the confession now nor of the friends Philotas the pity. 
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